Healing of Hurts, Emotions and Memories

I, like many ministers who were “called” to the ministry of deliverance in the 1960’s and 1970’s began by hollering and shouting at the demons to come out. We felt we needed to learn their names before we could expel them. There were no conferences and only three or four books on deliverance during this time, one of which was Pigs in the Parlor. The only people we knew that were doing deliverance were Derek Prince, Don Basham, Frank Hammond (author of Pigs in the Parlor), and a few other lesser known ministers.

But as I and others ministered, we began to realize that the deep wounds and traumatic memories that many seekers brought were not being healed. We also began to realize that while we could force the demons to leave but the power and authority of Jesus Christ, (sometimes by just wearing them out over a long period of time 4-8 hours) in many cases they would return after a time.

We seemed to have no prayer answer for these problems. We knew the Bible spoke of every believer’s right to be free from demonic influence, but bible teaching about healing the wounded and broken hearted were much less obvious. We realized that Jesus pronounced that one of the reasons he came was to “ . . . . . “heal the brokenhearted, . . . . . to set at liberty them that are bruised.” (Luke 4:18). We knew (Isaiah 61:3) said , , , : to give unto them beauty for ashes, the oil of joy for mourning, the garment of praise for the spirit of heaviness; “. But we didn’t know exactly how to pray for these kinds of problems.

Then a woman named Agnes Sanford (probably one of the greatest healers of our time) began teaching a concept she called Healing of the Memories in the 1950’s. (see The Healing Gifts of the Spirit, 1966, Chap 7, p 109), we all began to understand.

The basic idea of inner healing is simply this: Jesus, who is the same yesterday, today and forever, can take all the traumatic memories and experiences of rejection, hurt and woundedness of our past and heal them from the emotional residue that remains that affect our present lives. He can fill us with His love in all the places that have been damaged and empty.

Several writers began to spread the teaching, resulting in a number of books being written in the 1970’s and 1980’s on the subject. See the list at the end of this section. Unfortunately there began to be two different camps in the ministry of healing of emotions and deliverance. In one camp were those that prayed for inner healing almost exclusively and in the other camp were those that prayed for deliverance, but did not consider inner healing prayer to be useful. It was not until the 1990’s that the two teachings began to merge in the deliverance and inner healing ministry. Today, most but not all deliverance ministers would use both. Most who do pastoral counseling (a type of inner healing) would also see needs from time to time for deliverance. Most books on healing written since 2000 will include information on both.

While this course is primarily on Deliverance, we also realize now that this is only one side of the coin. Praying for deliverance is only one tool. We need to pray for inner healing as well. It is rare that a seeker comes needing only deliverance. While deliverance ministers such as Bob Larson and Don Dickerman continue to use confrontational deliverance methods, they also omit prayer for inner healing. Our experience suggests that healing of the whole person (which is certainly the Lord’s intent) is better accomplished using both. Repentance is a
powerful tool against dark influences resulting from our own sins. But it is rather ineffective against wounds, trauma, hurts and memories in which others sin against us.

One of the best resources available about the relationship between deliverance and inner healing is a presentation delivered by Peter Horrbin at the 2011 International Society of Deliverance Ministers annual meeting. View it at ????????????.

Unfortunately, many current writers on healing seem to assume that readers are familiar with the basics of how to pray for inner healing, (or soul healing), but this is not necessarily the case. Therefore in this study, we will go back to the early writers who spell out in detail the process and prayers for praying for inner healing. For a basic understanding of inner healing the first two books by Rita Bennett are highly recommended.

Bennett, Rita  Emotional Free 1982
Bennett, Rita  How to Pray for Inner Healing for Yourself and Others  1983

Memories can wound, cripple, and bind people. Some speak of this wounding as producing cracks in our soul. This type of wounding can also keep us in bondage, prevent God’s healing power from working within us, and cause us to become physically ill. God’s love, however, can heal our emotions—and even our memories—to set us free and to allow us to live an abundant life through Christ. God, who desires “truth in the inner parts” (Ps. 51:7), allows His Holy Spirit (the spirit of truth) to reveal truth and to bring His love to cover each situation so that healing may occur.

This section deals with inner healing in general. Other sections which follow, deal more in-depth with specific causes of wounded memories, such as rejection, divorce, abuse, post traumatic etc. It is not the purpose of this chapter, nor the chapters on Trauma and Rejection to replace the excellent education available in the CHCP Inner healing/soul care track courses. Deliverance ministers would be much more skilled if they did took the Inner healing/soul care track courses. For those that do not elect to take the Inner healing/soul care courses, there is a need for basic understanding about how deliverance and inner healing are entwined. There are two sides of the same coin so to speak. Neither will bring complete healing to the seeker alone. Both are needed. During healing prayer, the minister may move from deliverance prayer to inner healing prayer or the opposite. Many times it is difficult to tell the difference. There can be many open doors/gates from hurts, emotions, trauma and rejection. The deliverance minister needs to know all he/she can about how such doors were opened, and how to close them during the healing prayer. History has shown a separation between those who primarily minister inner healing, and those that minister deliverance. Many books were written on each with little mention of the other. Sometime in the early 1990’s the Lord seemed to bring these two “camps” together, and books since them are much more likely to include information on both. GA believes strongly that background and experience are needed in both areas for satisfactory healing ministry.

This section deals with inner healing in general. Other sections deal more in-depth with specific causes of wounded memories, hurts, rejection and trauma.
Definitions

"While sickness of the spirit is caused by what we do, sickness of the emotions is generally caused by what is done to us. It grows out of the hurts which are done to us by another person or some experience we have been exposed to in the past. These hurts affect us in the present, in the form of painful memories, and weak or wounded emotions. This in turn leads us into various forms of sin, depression, a sense of worthlessness and inferiority, unreasoning fears and anxieties, psychosomatic illness, etc. Included in this process are the present day effects (consequences) of the sins of the parents in the bloodline of a person. (See Ex 20:5) Thus healing of past hurts touches the emotions, the memories and the person's bloodline" (John Wimber’s book, *Power Healing*).

Several terms are used to describe this needed healing: soul care (CHCP), inner healing (Ruth Stapelton, and most authors since 2000), soul healing (Rita Bennett), and healing of memories (Agnes Sanford). In this course we will use the terms interchangeably.

The list of experiences that have the potential of wounding us are many. The following list is from Emotionally Free, p 143. Prenatal experiences, experiences during birth, experiences while we are young, occurrences when may hurt us as an adult: a broken engagement; being involved in an accident, especially if you were in it; hospitalization; surgery, especially if disfiguring; chronic illness; rejection by children or mate’s children; loss of job or career; problems with neighbors; persecution for one’s faith; close friendship broken; disappointment in someone you admired; battle over inheritance; menopause (both male and female)

Inner Healing

1. Repentance will not heal hurtful or painful memories. The person did not sin but was sinned against.

2. Most inner healing requires forgiveness of those who have hurt or abused us; it also requires healing prayer for the hurts and painful memories of that experience which still reside within.

3. We cannot truly experience inner peace and joy and the full love of God when we are suffering from woundedness. Most wounded individuals experience feelings of fear or fear of rejection, rejection, self-rejection, and/or lack of self-worth.

4. Our deepest need is to be loved and if we are denied love as infants or as children (known as love deficit), somewhere along our lifeline we may be affected and be robbed of our peace—of our ability to love and trust mankind and/or God.

5. These hurts may even precede birth (having occurred while the baby is in-utero—as discussed in a later section). A child may feel rejection if they are aware their parents did not want them or that the timing of their birth was somehow disfavored.

6. These inner hurts may be the root cause of physical problems.

7. Often evil spirits attach themselves to these experiences and make healing even more difficult.

8. Some inner healing needs may be present because of the sins of our predecessors (as
discussed in the section on “Healing from Generational Influences”).

9. The basic idea is simply this: since “time” does not exist with God in heaven, then Jesus (who is also the same yesterday, today and forever) can go back through what we know as time and heal the wounds, pain, and memories of our past so they no longer cause us woundedness. Jesus then fills (with love) all these places in us that have been wounded, hurt, and empty.

10. In the process of inner healing, we ask Jesus to go back in time to when the person was hurt, rejected, or abused, and to free them from the effects of that woundedness “in the present” by bringing to light the things that have hurt them, and we pray that the Lord heal the binding effects of the hurtful incidents of the past. In most cases, each distinct situation needs to be prayed for individually.

11. It isn’t the event that is the problem, it’s the emotional reaction to the event that causes the problem (continued woundedness) and allows Satan in.

12. Parts of their spirit (of those experiencing woundedness) have not been consecrated to God (and anything Jesus does not own, Satan owns).

13. 80% of the problems of Mayo Clinic’s visitors are psychosomatic, not physical.

Possible Symptoms Revealing an Individual’s Need for Inner Healing

1. They withdraw from life, acting as though they want to hide
2. They are shy or secretive and unwilling to use their talents
3. They exhibit or speak about feelings of rejection
4. They exhibit difficulties in progressing spiritually
5. They continually struggle with addictions, forgiveness, woundedness, etc.
6. They exhibit behavior or feelings of hollowness or emptiness and may often be expressionless
7. They demonstrate a sense of being deeply lonely
8. They exhibit reactions of feeling persecuted, tormented, or afflicted
9. They show signs of feeling desperately lost and futile inside but act on the outside as if things are going well
10. They may suffer vertigo during the Lord’s anointing
11. They have dyslexia problems
12. They feel and act nervous and uncomfortable during serious worship
13. They feel their spirit is imprisoned
14. They weep uncontrollably on occasion
15. They wonder if they are losing their mind
16. They exhibit continued feelings of guilt and shame

Inner Healing Inventory

The following questions may be helpful in identifying areas in your life which need healing. These questions may also suggest openings in your “spiritual hedge” where the adversary can or has entered. Find a quite place, make spiritual preparation for a short time, then ask God to open your mind and help you recall the answers to the following questions.
1. Have you ever been divorced? How is your relationship with your ex-spouse? Do you hold unforgiveness? Has he (she) hurt you deeply and rejected you?
2. Have you lived with a “significant” other and then later separated?
3. List all those who have hurt you deeply (for which you still experience pain).
4. Have you ever been raped or abused (sexually, physically, or emotionally) and by whom? Have you forgiven them?
5. Have you ever had a miscarriage or an abortion or fathered a child that was either aborted or miscarried? Have you ever paid for an abortion or transported someone to get an abortion?
6. What was your father like? How did you and he get along? Did he love you? Did he express his love by holding you and speaking words of love?
7. What was your mother like? How did you and she get along? Did he love you? Did she express her love by holding you and speaking words of love?
8. Was yours a happy childhood? Were you adopted or cared for by foster parents? Did father or mother die at an early age, or leave the home through separation or divorce?
9. List the names of all those who have rejected you or made you feel worthless.
10. Have you ever considered suicide?
11. Have you ever been diagnosed with a mental disorder or hospitalized for psychiatric counseling?
12. Have you ever made any vows, such as “never to let men hurt me again?”
13. Do you have excessive and/or unreasonable fears? Are you fearful of anything in particular?
14. Are there any idols in your life—things that you put first before God or that you do first before doing things for God?
15. Has anyone tried to control you? Have you tried very hard to please someone without success? Are you co-dependent with anyone?
16. Were you greatly embarrassed when you were a child or a young adult?
17. Can you identify a pattern of hurtful events beginning early in your life, each building upon the other?
18. Do you wish you were someone else? Do you dislike yourself? Do you wish you had never been born?
19. Do you have a learning disability (such as dyslexia) which was not diagnosed in childhood? Do you have any other kind of limiting handicap?
20. Do you dislike the opposite sex or your own sex?
21. Do you often find that your reaction to something said or done is out of proportion to whatever the stimulus was (do you often over-react)?
22. Do you have a recurring memory of a past hurt? Does it still trouble you to think about it?
23. Are there people you can’t forgive? Do you have trouble asking someone else to forgive you?
24. Do you have overwhelming feelings of guilt or shame?
25. Do you find it nearly impossible to admit making a mistake? Do you usually look for someone to blame for what goes wrong in your life?
26. Do you have a nearly-continuous feeling of anger inside? Are you usually critical in your remarks or thoughts about others?
27. Do you have a fantasy world to which you escape?
28. Do you have a physical illness that has no known cause?
29. Have you been diagnosed with as a slow learner, manic-depressive, bi-polar?
30. Do you frequently suffer from depression or are depressed over long periods of time?
31. Do you have frequent nightmares or troubling and recurring dreams?
32. Do you have physical or mental exhaustion from wrestling with inner problems?
33. Do you have difficulty sleeping or do you want to sleep too much?
34. Are you extremely restless and/or “on the go” constantly? Are you unable to sit and relax for any length of time?
35. Are you a workaholic? Do you feel guilty if you aren’t doing something productive?
36. Were you an adult before you ever felt loved by another person?
37. Do you often compare yourself with others and end up feeling inadequate and discouraged?
38. Do you have a constant need for physical affection or do you dislike being touched at all?
39. Do you have a deep sense of insecurity, of feeling unloved, or of disapproval?
40. Is it hard to believe God loves you or approves of you?
41. Do you find it difficult to give and receive love?
42. How do you feel about yourself? (Circle all that apply.)

- low self-image
- insecure
- withdrawn personality
- self-condemning
- hate myself
- try to please others
- worthless
- believe I am a failure
- agony within
- inferior
- question my identity
- display a facade
- starved for love
- promiscuous
- insecure
- unworthy
- fear of rejection
- don’t know who I am
- approval-seeking
- self-rejecting
- feel abandoned
- self-accusing
- can’t accept love
- depressed
- can’t give love
- internal hurt/pain
- can’t love spouse
- no lasting relationships
- earn acceptance by being good or by hard work

**Inner Healing Prayer**

1. Usually this prayer is done privately with only two persons on the prayer team. Some of the memories may bring back guilt or shame.
2. Always pray for inner healing before giving a deliverance prayer. When the root
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memory is healed, the spirits of darkness will leave much easier.

3. The person is usually asked, with the help of the Holy Spirit, to visualize the hurtful experience. Then we ask Jesus Christ to be present in the mental picture—not to change it, but to take the hurt and pain away and replace it with love.

   Let’s take an extreme example. A young girl is sexually abused by her father, brother, or a close relative. Typically during this experience, a gate is opened and unclean spirits of lust, fear, physical pain, and confusion (particularly if it is her father) come in. Normally healing will not come until she can re-visit the experience in her mind, ask Jesus to come into the picture and take away the hurtful emotions she felt at that time, and bring healing to the experience.

   Sometimes we (intercessors) have to pray that the cross of Jesus is placed between the abuser and the seeker, and, when this happens, in her mind’s picture the view gets light on her side of the cross and stays dark on the other side of the cross. Sometimes Jesus comes and stands between the abuser and the seeker. Either way, the traumatic emotional experience is healed by the love of Jesus and by the seeker’s willingness to forgive the abuser and to turn over to Jesus the traumatic emotions that were there at the time.

   We (as intercessors) also cast out or command the unclean spirits to go and pray that God heal the experience. Healing comes, and while the seeker can remember the experience again in the future as a historical event, the event will cause them no PTSD (Post Traumatic Stress Disorder) problems, discussed further in the section on Trauma.

4. If the power of the Holy Spirit is present, the person will (1) see Jesus in the picture, OR (2) feel Jesus' love and warmth, OR (3) know in their mind what Jesus would do (usually occurring in those with highly analytical thinking).

5. If they are unable for one of these three things to happen, there may be evil spirits or a curse present that is preventing Jesus’ light from entering.

6. Prayer may have to be given to place the cross of Jesus between the perpetrator and the victim.

7. Have the seeker share the emotions they are feeling.

8. Ask them if they can see Jesus in the picture. Ask them if they want Him to come.

9. Ask them to give Jesus all the painful emotions, and to receive from him love, & peace

10. Ask the seeker if they want Jesus to come to them and hold them. Don’t rush here.

11. When the person is ready, ask the Holy Spirit to guide the person to the next experience and/or picture that the Lord wants to heal.

12. This kind of prayer may take more than one session and may be accompanied by significant weeping.

13. This process requires generous and unhurried time. Listen, love, and pray but don’t counsel. You don’t have any answers; only God has the answers.

Listening Prayer (from Can You Hear Me, Brad Jersak, 2003)
An alternate prayer method to traditional inner healing prayer is called listening prayer or “behold and be held”. The objective is to allow the seeker to behold the face of Jesus, and be
held by Him in His arms which always seems to bring instant healing of traumatic experiences. While this method may seem to be similar to traditional inner healing prayer at first glance, this method enables the seeker to find Jesus in a safe place first, rather than searching frantically for Him in the middle of a traumatic memory. It becomes a safe home base for all forays into inner healing. Jesus provides comfort, courage, reassurance, and promises before we enter the scary places. It allows the intercessor to get acquainted with how each seeker personally hears, sees or senses Jesus. We take Jesus at His word that He will come. “Whosoever will may come” (Rev 22:18) “Behold, I stand at the door, and knock: if any man hear my voice, and open the door, I will come in to him, and will sup with him, and he with me.” (Rev 3:20) “…He will be with thee. He will not fail thee, neither forsake thee: fear not, neither be dismayed. (Deut 31:8) and the last words Jesus spoke to his disciples “and, lo, I am with you always, even unto the end of the world.” (Matt 28:20)

The process for listening prayer is as follows:

1. The prayer minister asks Jesus a question.
2. Jesus gives His answer to the seeker.
3. The seeker reports Jesus’ answer to the prayer minister.

**Steps in Listening Prayer**

1. **Meeting Place** - The seeker first asks Jesus to meet them in a safe “meeting place”. Everyone has a safe place in his/her heart in which to meet Jesus. God has graciously preserved a place of refuge for Himself in even the most broken or bound up of his children.

Intercessor prays: *Thank you Jesus for creating and preserving a safe place in every human heart where we can meet with you to begin the healing process. Please show us now what that place of refuge looks like in this person.*

Ask the seeker what Jesus is showing them.

Intercessor prays: *Jesus show __________ (the name of the seeker) how you see them.* (the most common picture is that of a child with a loving parent. Peace may ensue)

2. **Recognition of the root wound(s)** – Intercessor prays: “*Lord would you please show us what root wound you want to heal.*” When God begins to lead the seeker back to a root wound, we find it is usually an early painful memory or an obvious specific trauma. At such times, wounds are inflicted and messages are imprinted on our hearts. Even when the memory itself is long forgotten, we d respond to life through the grid of those hurts. Thus we normally learn to be angry, or fearful, or despairing at a very early age.

Sometimes He will actually take the seeker by the hand and leads them through a door from the place of refuse into the place of pain. Other times, He will go before them to let us know when it is safe to enter. Most often, Jesus sends them into the memory, assuring them that He will be there even though they may not see Him immediately. The rationale is that the seeker must first experience the event as they have been remembering it to recognize how the root wound
occurred. These often are pre-natal or infant experiences for which we are too young to have any defense.

3. **Confession** – To the seeker “What are your emotions in this experience, pain, fear, confusion, anger? Tell Jesus honestly and exactly the emotions you are feeling”. Once the seeker is brutally honest, we find that Jesus usually rushes in to help.

4. **Revelation of Jesus**. (behold) “Lord, your Word says that you never leave us or forsake us. You promise to be with us always. Would you now open the eyes of our heart? Please enable us to find you in this memory.” When Jesus comes, He washes away all the emotions, the pain, the lies, the vows the seeker may have made, the guilt, shame and sorrow. He invites us to cast all of our cares and anxieties on Him (Ps 55:22, I Pet 5:7) He sprinkles our hearts clean and washes our bodies with pure water (Heb 10:22)

5. **Be Held** - Once we find Jesus in the mental picture (memory) we ask Him to come and stand between the seeker and the perpetrator or the traumatic experience. Then we ask the seeker “Would you like Jesus to hold you?” Sometimes it takes a while for them to say yes. But once all the pain is gone, they usually rush toward Jesus’ open arms.

Once they are in Jesus’ arms, we wait a few minutes then ask the seeker “Would you like to look into Jesus’ eyes to see the love He has for you?” This sometimes takes a few minutes and encouragement. Once the seeker looks, we ask them “What do you see in His eyes?

6. **Healing Self-Image** - After the seeker has looked into Jesus’ eyes, we ask the seeker “Ask Jesus what do you see when you look at me? Most seekers with inner healing needs have a low self image that needs to be healed. More about this in a following section on Healing Your Self-Image.

7. **Healing of the next memory** – Return to the meeting place and ask Jesus to bring to the seekers mind the next memory He wants to heal. Follow the same pattern given above for each memory Jesus brings.

**Resources**

   (Much of the information on Listening Prayer is taken from this resource)